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    Energizer Radio Crank Light   2010.634 

A crank light that doesn’t require batteries or electricity. 

Headphone jack, AM/FM radio, 4 while LEDs, 1 red LED and 90 

decibel siren included. (Image to the left) 

    AlbacMat:Rescue Mat    2010.618 

The AlbacMat is constructed from customized materials - 

including polypropylene board and a lightweight canvas material. 

The polypropylene board acts as an insulator to the patient and 

absorbs any concussions incurred while in transit. It also enables 

the AlbacMat to 'glide' over all types of surfaces. (Image to the 

left) 

  

    Emergency Weather Station   2010.633 

LEDs light up entire room. Push button switch for high, low and 

off. Cell phone charger. Four function radio. Energizer brand. 

(Image to the left)  

  

    First Alert Talking Alarm    2010.617 

Be immediately notified where the smoke or carbon monoxide is 

in your home and to make the best decisions possible in an 

emergency situation. Talking device. (Image to the left) 

  

 

    Vibrating Pager     2010.626 

Press the pager button and it will signal with vibration or chime 

alerting caregivers. (Image to the left)  
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    Wireless Door Chime    2010.625 

Door bell that can be easily moved when needed. Provides chime 

and remote to allow person inside house to move freely. (Image 

to the left) 

  

    Sonic Boom Alarm Clock   2010.606 

Alarm clock has adjustable volume and tone, flashing lights, and 

bed vibrator. Plugs into standard wall outlet. (Image to the left)  

   

 

     Door/Window Alarm    2010.608 

Pack of 5 door or window alarms with alarm or chime setting. 

(Image to the left)  

  

 

    Wander Alarm     2010.615 

Device detects movement when door or window is opened, 

included sensor and receiver. (Image to the left)  

 

 

 

    Fall Monitoring System    2010.610 

White monitor that can be mounted to chair or bed. Will sound 

alarm when activated. Battery size 9V.  (Image to the left)  
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    Posy KeepSafe     2010.613 

Simple to operate with a magnet and pull-cord, this personal 

alarm can be used on a bed, chair or toilet. (Image to the left)  

  

  

    SMART fall alarm system    2010.614 

For use with pressure pads to sense movement, 9 volt battery. 

(Image to the left)  

 

Phone Flasher     2010.630 

Powered by the phone line, thus no additional power supply is 

needed. Will work with some telephone PBX system and video 

phone equipment. Phone flasher spreads light to better signal an 

incoming call.  Can be used anywhere in phone systems.  (Image 

to the left)  

  

 

     Compact Battery Disconnect   2010.632 

The Compact Battery Disconnect stops battery drain and 

discourages theft.  It also is easy to install and can be used with 

batteries between 6-12 volts.(Image to the left)  

  

    Fridge Guard      2010.631 

The Fridge Guard is an easy way to keep your fridge safe and shut.  

The latch and hook connect to your fridge with double sided tape.  

If you have a double door fridge, another set is required. (Image 

to the left)  
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    Great Grips      2010.238 

Door knob cover for easy opening. (Image to the left)  

  

  

    Easy Turn Lampswitch    2011.239 

Lampswitch turns smoothly with just a light touch. Ideal for 

anyone with a limited grasp. (Image to the left)  

  

    StoPower      2011.493 

Once the lock is turned and the key removed, this safety lock 

makes a power cord inoperable while the StoPower is intact. 

(Image  to the left)  

  

    TapSafe      2011.456 

When installed properly, this product ensures that water is 

delivered at a temperature of no higher than 120ºF to prevent 

burning or scalding. (Image to the left)  

  

 

 

    Rug Gripper      2010.616 

Coming in rolls, these rug grippers can be used to ensure that all 

rugs and carpets remain in place. Besides preventing the rugs 

from slipping, the rug gripper also keeps the rug from getting 

folded or wrinkled. (Image to the left)  
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Ove’ Glove      2010.635 

High heat protection and flame resistant. For left or right hand. 

Five fingered design provides flexibility and more control. (Image 

to the left)  

  

 

Long Cuff Oven Glove   2010.636 

Heat and flame resistant fiber provides excellent protection for 

hands while cooking. Extra long cuff provides protection for arm 

and wrist. Both sides of gloves have silicone grip aids that are heat 

resistant. Five fingered design provides flexibility and more 

control. (Image to the left)  

  

 

Key Turner     2010.623 

Large handled key ring supports ability to turn keys. Easily turns 

hard-to-grasp keys. Fold in device when not in use and holds up to 

3 single keys. (Image to the left)  

  

 

     Easy Reach Seat Belt Handle   2010.619 

A flexible, one piece lightweight device providing an easier way to 

reach your seat best so that you can buckle up. Glows in the dark. 

(Image to the left)  
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    Panoramic Rearview Mirror   2010.620 

Clip on style and is easily installed without tools. (Image to the 

left)  

 

 

    Handybar      2010.621 

No vehicle modifications required. Used for support entering and 

exiting a vehicle. Can also be used for a side window breaker or 

seatbelt cutter in emergency situations. (Image to the left)  

 

Extra Large Panoramic Rearview Mirror  2010.622 

18 inch clip-on style rearview mirror. No tools or vehicle 

modifications required. (Image to the left)  

  

Sheepskin Seatbelt Shoulder Strap Cover  2010.629 

Surrounds the seatbelt to allow for comfort. Fleece material and 

various colors available. Velcro Closure. (Image to the left)  

  

 

     ID Neck Pouch: Horizontal    2010.602 

This black neck pouch is convenient for displaying a badge or ID 

card as well as for storing papers and has a zippered pocket. 

(Image to the left)  
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ID Neck Pouch: Verticle    2010.603 

This black neck pouch is convenient for displaying a badge or ID 

card as well as for storing papers and has a zippered pocket.  

  

Glow Tape      2010.601 

This tape glows in the dark and makes it easier to show surfaces 

when there is low lighting or it is nighttime. (Image to the left)  

  

 

  

 

 

 

 


